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INTRODUCTION
The European Academy of Dermatology and Venereology 30th Annual Congress (EADV) was held September 29 - 
October 2.  This event took place virtually due to COVID-19 travel restrictions and the need to put safety first. The 
program was packed with over 550 world-renowned speakers and 160 scientific sessions and showcased the latest 
innovations in dermatology and venerology. Thomas Sharnitz, MD, has written the report below, summarizing the 
most important presentations with a focus on psoriasis. 
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Challenging case: A patient with psoriasis and cancer 
Lluís Puig, MD PhD, IPC Board Member 
Hospital de la Santa Creu Sant Pau, Barcelona, Spain 

Dr. Puig highlighted the need for special considerations in treating cancer patients with psoriasis. Psoriasis alone increases 
cancer risk overall1 and worsens the prognosis of hospitalized cancer patients (hazard ratio 1.27; 95% CI 1.20-1.35) and 
cancer-specific mortality (HR 1.26; 1.18-1.35). Notably, severe psoriasis and younger age of psoriasis diagnosis portend a 
worse prognosis.2  

Certain psoriasis medications have been shown to increase the risk of certain malignancies.3 In rheumatoid arthritis, 
methotrexate (MTX) was shown to increase the risk of multiple malignancies.  However, in the sizeable PSOLAR dataset, 
only long-term TNFi use (but not MTX or ustekinumab) was shown to increase malignancy risk (HR 1.54, 95% CI 1.10-2.15).4 
A similar large study showed that non-melanoma skin cancers were 42% higher among biologic users (vs never-biologic), 
driven mainly by SCC.5  

The role of different cytokines in malignancy is complex. Though TNF inhibition may contribute to some malignancies, TNFi 
might overcome resistance to immune checkpoint inhibitors and can be used to treat their cutaneous side effects.6 IL-17 
mediated inflammation promotes cutaneous tumor growth and progression in murine models. It may contribute to 
invasion, metastases, checkpoint inhibitor resistance, and IL-17 blockade can terminate tumor progression in mice.7 
Similarly, IL-23 promotes tumorigenesis. High IL-23 levels are correlated with a poor prognosis in many human carcinomas8, 
and IL-23p19 mrNA is overexpressed in most human carcinomas.9 In mice, IL-23p19 blockade results in eliminating residual 
tumor cells, but interestingly IL-12/23p40 blockade enables tumor growth.10

PD1 and CTLA4 checkpoint inhibitors can trigger or worsen psoriasis. When such manifestations appear, anti-interleukins 
are safe, can theoretically prevent neoplasm progression, and can potentially overcome checkpoint inhibitor resistance.11

Key points: 

• Special considerations are required for treating psoriasis in cancer patients.
• Of the current therapies, both IL-17 and IL-23 inhibitors appear safe and effective. They also provide a theoretical

benefit in both reducing tumorigenesis and overcoming resistance to cancer-specific immune checkpoint inhibitors.
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Personalized care in psoriatic arthritis 
Joseph F. Merola, MD MMSc, IPC Councilor 
Harvard Medical School, Boston, Massachusetts USA 

Patients with psoriasis are at risk for developing psoriatic arthritis (PsA), and the vast majority start with skin disease. The 
conversion rate is about 3% per year or 15-20% in 5 years.1 PsA is one of the most common comorbidities, and delays in 
diagnosis are associated with worse outcomes.2  

One framework of PsA management is a ‘domain-based approach’ based on treating specific PsA phenotypes (axial disease, 
peripheral disease, enthesitis, dactylitis, etc). Another framework to consider is a comorbidity-based approach. The Group 
for Research and Assessment of Psoriasis and PsA (GRAPPA) has treatment guidelines built around both frameworks, as 
summarized in the below charts.3 Dr. Merola summarized the current data in a high-yield chart.  
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With options from DMARDs to biologics now available, we need to consider multiple decision factors, including domains, 
comorbidities, potential joint damage, shared decision making, patient preferences, and access/insurance. Fortunately, 
expert-curated algorithms can help guide treatment decisions.4  

Additionally, composite measures from PsA trials can help optimize care. It is important to remember the patient’s 
comprehensive health, working in collaborative teams of multiple medical specialties, and resources detailing combined 
clinicals with local/regional partnerships exist to facilitate care models.5   

Key points:  

• Psoriatic arthritis (PsA) is prevalent in patients with skin psoriasis, skin disease often predates PsA, and prompt 
diagnosis is vital to prevent poor PsA outcomes. 

• Treatment frameworks exist to address PsA domains and comorbidities. Collaborative care across multiple 
specialties improves patient outcomes. 
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Treating women with psoriasis 
Mahira Hamdy El Sayed, MSc MD, IPC Board Member 
Ain Shams University, Cairo Egypt 

Though psoriasis negatively impacts the quality of life of all patients, its burden is worse in women, evidenced by lower 
happiness, and increased stress, loneliness, and stigmatization. Women also report worse DLQI scores even with better PASI 
and more sexual dysfunction than men.1  

Since half of pregnancies are unplanned, therapeutic implications must also be considered during child-bearing age. Though 
psoriasis does not directly affect fertility, there is a 22% lower likelihood of pregnancy in women with psoriasis, likely due to 
a complex admixture of reasons.1,2   

Psoriasis has a variable course during pregnancy; though many improve (55%) or remain stable (21%), 24% worsen, and 
more than 60% flare postpartum.3 Pregnant women with psoriasis are at increased risk for hypertension, premature 
membrane rupture, and large-for-gestational-age birth, and comorbidities further increase the risk of adverse birth 
outcome.4,5  

Regarding treatment during pregnancy, safe topicals include low-potency steroids (avoiding large BSA when possible), 
calcineurin inhibitors, and moisturizers. Anthralin, vitamin D analogues, salicylic acid, and retinoids should be avoided. 
Broadband and narrowband phototherapy are safe and effective. 

Cyclosporine6 is safe with close monitoring, given higher rates of pre-eclampsia and gestational diabetes. Acitretin and 
methotrexate are teratogenic and must be strictly avoided, and variable washout periods before pregnancy are indicated. 

Though most biologics generally appear safe during early pregnancy, anti-TNF is preferred due to more long-term safety 
data.7 Certolizumab-pegol is the safest and can be used throughout pregnancy, as it does not cross the placental barrier. 
Patients who continue anti-TNF treatment across the third trimester (when active transport to the fetus occurs)8 should 
expect a potential impaired immune response in the newborn and avoid the live MMR vaccine.9  

Key points: 

• Women with psoriasis experience worse quality of life than their men counterparts. Pregnancy and lactation present
unique challenges to effective psoriasis treatment in women.

• Most topical medications and phototherapy are safe to use during pregnancy and lactation. Of the biologics, anti-
TNF agents appear relatively safe. Certolizumab-pegol is the safest as it does not cross the placenta.
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Pustular psoriasis: Distinct disease or part of psoriasis spectrum? 
Hervé Bachelez, MD, PhD, IPC Board Member 
Hôpital Saint-Louis, Imagine Institute for Human Genetic Diseases, 
Paris, France 

Pustular psoriasis (PP) is far less prevalent than plaque psoriasis vulgaris (PV). Pustular disease can be either localized, as in 
palmoplantar pustulosis (PPP) and acrodermatitis continua of Hallopeau (ACH), or generalized (GPP). Recently, The European 
Rare and Severe Psoriasis Expert Network (ERASPEN) proposed consensus definitions for each variant.1  

Though PP and PV differ in prevalence, therapeutic response, systemic symptoms, and lab abnormalities, the significant 
difference is the dominant monogenic genetic model of GPP.  Loss-of-function IL36RN mutations, with a prevalence of 20-
25% in GPP2, lead to dysregulated IL-36 pathway.3 Other genes are also associated with pustular psoriasis to a lesser degree, 
namely CARD14, APS1S3, SERPINA3, and MPO.4

PP and PV are genetically distinct but do share mechanistic commonalities. The IL-36 pathway may play some role in PV, but 
it appears minor, and IL36RN pathogenic variants are not overly prevalent.5 Additionally, striking similarities in top IL-36 
upregulated genes occur in both GPP and PV6,7, but the magnitudes of upregulation differ.8  

Like pustular psoriasis, the autoinflammatory syndromes ‘Deficiency of interleukin-36 receptor antagonist’ (DITRA) and 
‘Deficiency of the interleukin 1 (IL-1) receptor antagonist’ (DIRA) are caused by defect or dysregulation of the innate immune 
system and characterized by recurrent inflammation and the lack of a primary pathogenic role of the adaptive immune 
system.9   

Genetic heterogeneity in pustular psoriasis paves the way for molecular classification of disease entities and precision 
medicine approaches. These pathophysiologic advances have already led to the development of innovative, promising 
therapies, the anti-IL-36R monoclonal antibodies spesolimab and imsidolimab.10

Summary: 

• Pustular psoriasis subtypes, mainly GPP, differ genetically from psoriasis vulgaris. However, molecular profiling
studies revealed shared patterns.

• In a dominant monogenic model, several genes (IL36RN, AP1S3, CARD14, SERPINA3, MPO) have been associated with
pustular psoriasis, but not psoriasis vulgaris (except CARD14).
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Deucravacitinib, an oral, selective tyrosine kinase 2 Inhibitor, in moderate 
to severe plaque psoriasis: 52-week efficacy results from the phase 3 
POETYK PSO-1 and POETYK PSO-2 trials 
Richard Warren, BSc, MBChB, MRCP, PhD, IPC Councilor 
University of Manchester, Salford, England, United Kingdom 

Deucravacitinib is a novel, oral, allosteric inhibitor of TYK2, an intercellular enzyme that mediates signaling of key psoriasis 
cytokines, including IL-23, IL-12, and Type 1 interferons. Phase 3 studies, POETYK PSO-1 and PSO-2 showed significant efficacy 
compared to placebo (PBO) and apremilast. 

Dr. Warren summarized the efficacy of deucravacitinib over 52 Weeks from the above trials. Measures included PASI-
75/90/100, sPGA 0,1 (clear, almost clear) and sPGA 0 (clear), scalp psoriasis ssPGA (0,1), and DLQI (no impact on quality of 
life).  

Data at 52-weeks is summarized below: 
• Continuous deucravacitinib treatment responses:

o PASI-75/90/100 in 65.1% / 44.0% / 19.3% respectively.
o sPGA (0,1) in 52.7% and sPGA (0) in 23.5%
o ssPGA (0,1) in 65.6%
o DLQI (0,1) in 43.2%
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• Deucracacitinib PASI-75 responders, continued treatment vs withdrawal to placebo  (at 24 weeks):
o PASI-75 maintenance: 80.4% (treatment) vs 31.3% (withdrawal to PBO)
o sPGA 0,1 maintenance: 70.3% (treatment) vs 23.5% (withdrawal to PBO)

Key points: 

• Deucravacitinib was efficacious through 52 weeks, and clinical response was maintained. It shows great promise,
durability, and tolerability in treating moderate to severe plaque psoriasis.

• Despite a short (~10 hour) half-life, durable responses were observed after withdrawal of treatment in week 24
responders.
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Tapinarof cream 1% once daily for plaque psoriasis: A long-term 
extension trial of a novel therapeutic aryl hydrocarbon receptor 
modulating agent 
Linda Stein Gold, MD, IPC Councilor 
Henry Ford Medical Center, West Bloomfield, Michigan, United States 

Tapinarof is a novel, non-steroidal, topical therapeutic aryl hydrocarbon receptor modulating agent (TAMA), which has 
demonstrated significant efficacy vs vehicle in two pivotal Phase 3 studies, PSOARING 1 and 2.1 Dr. Stein Gold presented 
results of the long-term, open-label extension trial PSOARING 3 (NCT04053387), assessing safety, efficacy, durability, and 
duration of remittive effect.  

PSOARING 3 studied disease clearance via PGA 0 (clear) response in the treatment arm and placebo crossover. Duration of 
efficacy maintenance was defined as PGA 0,1 (clear or almost clear) while off therapy, after initially achieving PGA 0.  

After 12 weeks, during the open-label study: 
• Complete clearance (PGA 0) was achieved by 40.9% of patients at least once during the study
• Of patients entering with PGA ≥ 2, 58.2% achieved PGA = 0 or 1 at least once during the study
• Of patients entering at PGA = 0 (n = 79)

o The median time to relapse to PGA ≥ 2 was 115 days (95% CI 85 to 168 days)
o Mean total duration of remittive effect was 130 days (standard deviation = 89)

• The durability of response (no tachyphylaxis/loss of response) was sustained up to 52 weeks, including in the
placebo crossover group

• No new safety signals were observed, and most adverse events were mild

Key points: 

• Tapinarof 1% cream provides significant improvement in PGA scores. It appears durable and is well tolerated with
long-term use, with a safety profile consistent with prior studies.
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As the Th17 immune response is the predominant pathway in plaque psoriasis, inhibitors targeting the cytokines IL-17 and IL-
23 have shown exceptional efficacy, and new drugs look to continue this trend. 

The IL-17 inhibitors (IL-17i) include secukinumab and ixekizumab (IL17A), brodalumab (IL-17RA), and the recent addition 
bimekizumab (IL-17A/F). The addition of anti-IL-17F activity in bimekizumab provides superior response, with Phase 3 data 
showing > 90% PASI-90 response by week 16.1  Emerging IL-17i drugs include netakimumab (anti-IL-17A) with PASI-75/90 in 
phase 3 trials in 78%/55% respectively2, CJM112 (anti-IL-17A/F) with efficacy similar to secukinumab3, and sonelokimab 
(trivalent nanobody, anti-IL-17A/F) with Phase2b data of IGA 0,1 response in up to 85% of patients.4  

IL-23 inhibitors (IL-23i) include ustekinumab (anti-IL-12/23p40 subunit), and risankizumab, guselkumab, and tildrakizumab (all 
IL-23p19 subunit). New, long-term data found that AEs leading to discontinuation were lowest for IL-23-p19 antibody drugs.5 
Emerging IL-23 inhibitors include p40 biosimilars, new p19 drugs, and JAK-inhibitors (downstream IL-23 signaling). These oral 
JAK-i include deucravacitinib (highly selective for TYK2), brepocitinib (TYK2/JAK1), and PF-06826647 (TYK2). Phase 3 data on 
deucravacitinib found PASI-75 response in up to 59% at 12 weeks, with further increase up to 69% by week 24.  

COVID-19 vaccination concerns are essential in biologic therapy. A recent study evaluated humoral immunity to the SARS-
CoV-2 spike glycoprotein and spike-specific T-cell responses at baseline and 4-week post-vaccination data. The study found 
attenuated neutralizing activity against SARS-CoV-2 was lower with methotrexate, but with TNF/IL-17/IL-23 biologics, the 
subjects produced sufficient neutralizing antibodies. The T-cell response was not attenuated in any group. Therefore, pausing 
MTX 1-2 weeks before and after vaccination is suggested, but biologics should be continued.6

Key Points: 

• IL-17 and IL-23 inhibitors show exceptional efficacy and long-term safety in plaque psoriasis, and new medications,
including oral JAK pathway inhibitors, show great promise.

• COVID-19 vaccination appears safe and effective in those receiving TNF, IL-17, and IL-23 biologics. Patients receiving
methotrexate should consider a short therapy pause to increase the vaccine efficacy.
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Existing and upcoming small molecules 
Eniko Sonkoly, MD, PhD 
Karoliska University Hospital, Stockholm, Sweden 

Small molecules are low molecular weight compounds that target intracellular inflammatory pathways rather than targeting 
cytokines/cytokine receptors as biologics do. They are increasingly being studied in psoriasis, with potential advantages over 
biologics of cheaper cost, oral and topical administration, and the ability to be synthesized chemically.1   

The phosphodiesterase (PDE)/cAMP pathway small molecule inhibitors include oral apremilast and topical roflumilast. Both 
drugs both inhibit PDE-4, decreasing inflammatory mediators such as TNF-a, IL-17, and IFN-gamma. Approximately 1/3 of 
patients receiving apremilast achieve PASI-75 by week 16, and it may be instrumental in special site involvement such as 
scalp, nail, or palmoplantar psoriasis.2,3 Roflumilast, a novel topical small molecule, showed intertriginous IGA 0,1 scores in 
86% of subjects (vs 29% controls) in Phase 2B trials. Its efficacy is comparable to high potency steroids but without steroid 
side effects, and therefore appears safe and tolerable for chronic use on all body areas.4

Another interesting topical small molecule is tapinarof, which modulates the aryl hydrocarbon receptor. Tapinarof 
decreases inflammatory cytokines, including IL-17A/F, and, interestingly, normalizes the skin barrier. Phase 2b data showed 
significant PASI-50/75/90 dose-dependent responses in up to 92% / 65% / 40% of patients, respectively, and phase 3 trial 
data shows similar results.5,6  

IL-12, IL-23, and IFN-α/β all signal through TYK2 in the JAK/STAT pathway. Though most oral JAK inhibitors have not been 
developed further in psoriasis, multiple TYK2 inhibitors are in current trials.7 In phase 3 trials, the oral, selective TYK2 
inhibitor deucravacitinib was superior to both placebo and apremilast, with rapid and durable PASI-75 responses up to 59% 
by week 12, increasing to 69% by week 24.8  

Key points: 

• Small molecules are emerging treatment options in psoriasis in both oral and topical forms.
• Clinical trials for small molecules are ongoing, and these may be promising alternatives to topical corticosteroids,

systemic immunosuppressives, and biologics.
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Psoriasis: New therapeutic targets based on pathophysiology 
Johann Gudjonsson, MD PhD, IPC Board Member 
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan, United States 

Psoriasis is a polygenic, cytokine-driven disease that involves a complex interaction between 3 primary self-sustaining and 
potentiating cytokine circuits.1 These complex interactions may explain the diverse phenotypes; IL-17 in plaque psoriasis, 
INF/Th1 axis in paradoxical psoriasis, and IL-36 in pustular psoriasis. 

Across medical specialties, drugs with genetically supported targets were more likely to succeed in Phase 2 and 3 trials.2 To 
date, over 86 different predisposing genetic loci have been identified, and these loci fall within fairly specific immune-
related processes. However, only about 15-20% of currently known disease-associated genes in psoriasis are being 
targeted. Notable targets in Phase 2 and 3 trials that do match the genetics well include TYK2 (deucravacitinib), IL-17A/F 
(bimekizumab), and IL-36 (spesolimab, imsidolimab).  

TYK2 in the JAK-STAT pathway is involved in IFN, IL-23, and IL-17 signaling. The genetic variant associated with psoriasis is 
found in the pseudokinase domain of TYK2. Deucravacitinib targets this specific domain and achieves PASI-75 response in 
about 80% (12mg daily) and 65% (6mg daily) by 12 weeks. 
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The IL-17A/F inhibitor bimekizumab also aligns with psoriasis genetics well. Via single-cell data, IL-17A producing cells are 
quite distinct from the IL-17F producing cells, indicating these are separate and likely have different 
responses.3 Bimekizumab impressively achieved > 90% PASI-90 response and roughly 70% PASI-100 response, with very 
rapid PASI-75 response in about 80% after only four weeks.4  

Similarly, IL-36R-targeting agents are in clinical trials and show a rapid response within one week in generalized pustular 
psoriasis (GPP).5 They target the autoinflammatory response in psoriasis, affecting keratinocyte activation and 
proliferation. Current trials focus on GPP as the initial indication, with possible expansion to other pustular variants.  

Key points:  

• Psoriasis is a complex, genetically predisposed inflammatory skin disease. Treatments that overlap with a genetic 
predisposition are likely to be more successful in clinical trials and more effective in practice. 

• Novel systemic agents likely to be approved in the coming few years target critical pathogenic circuits and show 
great promise in treating various psoriasis phenotypes. 
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Psoriasis and comorbidities 
Jose-Manuel Carrascosa 
Universitat Autonoma of Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain 

Over the past two decades, an increasing number of psoriasis comorbidities reported. The proposed 
pathogenesis of these comorbidities is systemic inflammatory cytokine ‘cross talk’, mainly via TNF-α, IL-23, and 
IL-17, with variable degree involvement in other organs via a synergistic effect1. Additionally, mechanisms 
linking psoriasis and metabolic syndrome (MetS) suggest gut microbiota as a potential therapeutic target2.  

Many significant comorbidities are related to MetS and subsequently insulin resistance. Notably, obesity nearly 
doubles (29% vs 16%) in psoriasis versus the general population.3 Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD; 
driven by obesity) and severe psoriasis both increase the risk of cardiovascular (CV) mortality,4 and prevalence 
of NAFLD is 1.5-3 times higher in psoriasis. IL-17 promotes evolution from NAFLD to steatohepatitis. Therefore, 
strategies to alter Th17/Treg balance may prevent advanced liver disease in NAFLD patients.5 Similarly, there are 
common pathogenic mechanisms between psoriasis and atherosclerosis,6 and psoriatic disease is also 
associated with altered hemostatic function.7  

Therapeutic intervention is altered by and has shown mixed results in treating systemic comorbidities. Obese 
patients have a lower drug survival, and both obesity and DM reduced the odds of achieving PASI-75 or PASI-90 
response by roughly 20-30% with TNF or IL-17 inhibitors.8  
Multiple studies suggest that biologic therapies improve comorbidities, including myocardial function, stabilizing 
coronary plaques, and reducing CV inflammation.9 However, a recent meta-analysis of adalimumab showed no 
significant reduction in aortic vascular inflammation and no improvement of imaging biomarkers, but did show 
reduction in important serum CV risk biomarkers (CRP, TNF-a, IL-6, GlycA).10

Fortunately, with a growing armamentarium of therapies, we can tailor drug choices to various comorbidities. A 
helpful framework has been proposed to assist dermatologists in such decisions.11 
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Key points:  

• Psoriasis and its comorbidities share similar pathogenic mechanisms through their associated cytokines.  
• The metabolic syndrome’s components, specifically obesity, are related to psoriasis. 
• Targeting systemic inflammation through biologic medications appears promising, though further studies are 

required to elucidate such therapeutic responses fully. 
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